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KISSING TRIANGLES 

If	ACD	and	BCE	are	
straight	lines	find	the	
total	area	of	the	two	
triangles	by	two	different	
methods.	

What	are	the	lengths	PC	
and	CQ?		

The	triangles	are	re-
drawn	keeping	the	total	
area	the	same	and	
keeping	the	distances	
between	the	green	
parallel	lines	as	3	cm	and							
BD	=	4	cm.	

What	is	the	value	of	y	if	x	=	3	cm?	

What	other	values	can	x	and	y	take	if	the	area	is	always	the	same?		
	
	

HELP								
You could draw the diagram for yourself on squared paper. Note that, with PC as base the 
height of triangle APC is 3 cm. Mark in your diagram all the areas you can find. 
		

	
NEXT  

A	trapezium	is	divided	into	four	
triangles	by	its	diagonals.	Suppose	
the	two	triangles	containing	the	
parallel	sides	have	areas	a	and	b.	
	
Prove	that	the	total	area	of	the	
trapezium	is			a	+	b	+	2√ab	
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS 
SOLUTION 

ADDITION	METHOD	
By	similar	triangles	
ΔAPC	and	ΔABD,														
PC	=	2	cm	so																							
ΔArea	ABC		
=	Area	APC	+	Area	BPC		
=	3	+	3	=	6	cm2.	

By	similar	triangles	
ΔECQ	and	ΔEBD,												
CQ	=	⅔	×	4	=	2⅔	cm	

	
	
	

	
Area	CDE		
=	Area	CQE	+	Area	CQD	
=	½×6×2⅔			+	½×3×2⅔		
=	8	+	4	=	12	cm2.	
Total	area	ABC	+	CDE	=	18	cm2	
	

SUBTRACTION	METHOD	(easier)	
Total	area	of	triangles	=	Area	BAD	+	Area	BED	–	2Area	BCD		
																																				=	12	+	18	-	2×6	
																																				=	18	cm2	
	
If	PC	=	x	cm	then	area	ΔPCA	=	area	ΔPCB	=	3x/2	so	area	ΔABC	=	3x	cm2.	
If	CQ	=	y	cm	then	area	ΔCQE	=	6y/2	=	3y	and	ΔCQD	=	3y/2	so	area	ΔCDE	=	9y/2	cm2	
	
As	the	area	is	18	we	have	the	equation			3x	+	9y/2	=	18		
which	simplifies	to	2x	+	3y	=	12.	
So	if	x	=	3	then	y	=	2.	
	
We	now	have	2	solutions	(2,	8/3)	and	also	(3,	2).	
	
There	are	infinitely	many	solutions	corresponding	to	points	on	the	line	2x	+	3y	=	12.	
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Why do this activity? 
This	activity	makes	use	similar	triangles	and	of	the	theorem	that	a	line	drawn	parallel	to	
one	side	of	a	triangle	divides	the	other	two	sides	proportionally.	It	reinforces	ideas	of	
area	and	develops	learners’	problem	solving	skills	by	asking	them	to	find	the	area	by	
two	different	methods.	The	activity	focuses	on	Euclidean	Geometry	but	leads	naturally	
to	the	use	of	algebra	and	the	concept	of	a	linear	function	of	two	variables	that	has	as	
solutions	the	coordinates	of	points	on	a	straight	line.	These	are	all	concepts	that	the	
learners	are	already	familiar	with	and	the	activity	makes	connections	between	them.	

	
	

Learning objectives  
In	doing	this	activity	students	will	have	an	opportunity	to:	
• Investigate line segments joining points that divide the sides of triangles in the same ratio 

producing similar triangles. 
• Develop of familiarity with the use of similar triangles and the theorem that a line drawn 

parallel to one side of a triangle divides the other two sides proportionally (and in this 
example the Mid-point Theorem for ΔBAD as a special case); 

• Review methods for calculating area. 
 
	

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT	This	should	take	about	5–10	minutes.	
Write	the	question	on	the	board,	say	to	the	class:		
“Put	up	1	finger	if	you	think	the	answer	is	A,	2	fingers	for	B,	3	fingers	for	C	and	4	for	D”.	
		
1. Notice	how	the	

learners	respond.		Ask	
a	learner	who	gave	
answer	A	to	explain	
why	he	or	she	gave	
that	answer.	DO	NOT	
say	whether	it	is	right	
or	wrong	but	simply	
thank	the	learner	for	
giving	the	answer.		

2. It	is	important	for	
learners	to	explain	the	
reasons	for	their	
answers.	Putting	
thoughts	into	words	may	help	them	to	gain	better	understanding	and	improve	their	
communication	skills.		

3. Then	do	the	same	for	answers	B,	C	and	D.	Try	to	make	sure	that	learners	listen	to	these	
reasons	and	try	to	decide	if	their	own	answer	was	right	or	wrong.	

4. Ask	the	class	to	vote	for	the	right	answer	by	putting	up	1,	2,	3	or	4	fingers.	Notice	if	there	is	a	
change	and	who	gave	right	and	wrong	answers.		

5. If	the	concept	is	needed	for	the	lesson	to	follow,	explain	the	right	answer	or	give	a	remedial	
task.		

The	correct	answer	is	A	as	the	area	of	the	triangle	=	½	p	×	12			
Possible	misconceptions:		Learners	may	not	recognise	that	the	base-length	used	in	calculating	
the	area	is	drawn	vertically.												https://diagnosticquestions.com		
	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           https://diagnosticquestions.com	
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Generic	competences	
In	doing	this	activity	students	will	have	an	opportunity	to	develop problem solving skills.	
	

Suggestions for teaching 
You	might	write	the	question	on	the	board	or	print	the	top	part	of	page	1	as	a	
worksheet.	

Let	the	learners	work	in	pairs	to	find	the	area.	Then	ask	the	pairs	to	discuss	their	
solutions	in	groups	of	4	and	to	try	to	find	at	least	two	different	methods	between	them.	

Then	ask	pairs	if	learners	to	explain	their	methods	to	the	class.	

Discuss	what	happens	when	the	diagram	is	changed	keeping	the	area	the	same	and	ask	
learners	to	find	y	when	x	=	3.	

In	the	plenary	ask	learners	to	suggest	other	pairs	of	values	of	x	and	y	that	give	the	same	
area.	Ask	‘how	many	solutions	are	there?		Discuss	the	linear	relation	between	x	and	y	
and	that	there	are	infinitely	many	solutions	corresponding	to	the	points	on	a	straight	
line.		

Review	the	theorem	about	line	segments	joining	the	midpoints	of	two	sides	of	a	triangle	
and	relate	it	to	ΔBAD	in	this	activity	where	BCD	is	a	straight	line.	Discuss	the	similar	
triangles	ΔBED	and	ΔBCQ,	where	BCE	is	a	straight	line	with	C	dividing	BE	in	the	ratio	
1:2.	Discuss	how	this	problem	uses	line	segments	joining	points	that	divide	the	sides	in	
the	same	ratio	producing	similar	triangles.		

Key questions 
• What	is	the	height	of	that	triangle?	
• Can	you	spot	any	similar	triangles?	
• What	can	you	say	about	the	triangles	APC	and	ABD?	
• Can	you	find	the	length	of	PC?	
• What	can	you	say	about	the	triangles	ECQ	and	EBD?	
• Can	you	find	the	length	of	CQ?	
• Which	areas	can	you	find?	
• Can	you	calculate	the	areas	by	another	method?	
• What	is	the	same	and	what	is	different	about	the	two	sketches	of	the	kissing	

triangles?	
• What	values	of	x	and	y	can	you	find	which	make	the	total	area	of	the	triangles	the	

same?	
	

Go	to	the	AIMSSEC	AIMING	HIGH	website	for	lesson	ideas,	solutions	and	curriculum	
links:		http://aiminghigh.aimssec.ac.za		
Subscribe	to	the	MATHS	TOYS	YouTube	Channel	
https://www.youtube.com/c/MathsToys/videos		
Download	the	whole	AIMSSEC	collection	of	resources	to	use	offline	with	

																												the	AIMSSEC	App	see		https://aimssec.app	or	find	it	on	Google	Play.		

	


